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Type Description Area(s) impacted Comments

NEW ADDS

PATH ADDITION UTASB

UTASB Proposed Special Item to be added to new AG-11500 path

PATH ADDITION ARU path for Credit Unions (Consolidated)

PATH ADDITION

PATH ADDITION

PATH ADDITION ARU path for Commodity Contracts Dealing and/or Brokerage (Consolidated)

PATH ADDITION ARU path for Commodity Contracts Dealing and/or Brokerage (Consolidated)

PATH ADDITION ARU path for Investment Advice (Consolidated)

PATH ADDITION ARU path for Portfolio Management (Consolidated)

PATH ADDITION Classification path for Financial Activities (Classification) Sector 52 excluding 524

New path AG-11500 (Support Activities for Crop and Animal Production) is 
being added to cover NAICS 1151 and 1152 - NAPCS will not be included as 
part of path, but there will be a new SI to collect write-in data on products or 
services provided in order to develop NAPCS lines for possible collection in 
2027

Collect basic items on new AG-11500 path - No NAPCS (but proposed possible SI 
to collect NAPCS Write-Ins for top products/services provided)

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Proposed SI to be added to the new AG-11500 path to collect 'top three 
agricultural products or services provided'

Sector 52 - NAICS 
52213010 and NAICS 
52213090

Credit Unions typically combine report much like the commercial banking industry.  
Creating an ARU path for this industry would eliminate the manual corrections by 
analysts and reduce the burden on respondents.

ARU path for Investment Banking and Securities Dealing and/or Brokerage 
(Consolidated)

Sector 52 - NAICS 
52311000

Respondents in this naics cannot break out for location and consolidate report 
anyway.  The addition of this path would reduce respondent burden.

ARU path for Investment Banking and Securities Dealing and/or Brokerage 
(Consolidated)

Sector 52 - NAICS 
52312000

Respondents in this naics cannot break out for location and consolidate report 
anyway.  The addition of this path would reduce respondent burden.

Sector 52 - NAICS 
52313000

Respondents in this naics cannot break out for location and consolidate report 
anyway.  The addition of this path would reduce respondent burden.

Sector 52 - NAICS 
52314000

Respondents in this naics cannot break out for location and consolidate report 
anyway.  The addition of this path would reduce respondent burden.

Sector 52 - NAICS 
52393000

Revenue is accounted for at a company level.  These largest companies report 
terrible at the establishment.  Since they operate much like a bank they should have 
an ARU to reduce respondent burden.

Sector 52 - NAICS 
52392000

Revenue is accounted for at a company level.  These largest companies report 
terrible at the establishment.  Since they operate much like a bank they should have 
an ARU to reduce respondent burden.

There was no classification card for these because they were on 99023 and 99026 
in previous Census.
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18 MFG

4 Days and hours in operation MFG

"We suggest adding a few lines at the end of this schedule, asking respondents 
to break out their direct imports and purchases from domestic entities for the 
top three categories (by value) in the schedule and to further break out their 
purchases by the source of production: domestically produced, foreign 
produced, or unknown source of production."

per "Updated BEA Initial Comments", this additional information would support a 
project to develop input-output tables. 

Given the poor quality of Item 18 reporting, I would not recommend additional 
specificity in material collection. Potentially could break this out as an SI? E.g. "what 
percentages of the value of materials reported in Item 16A1 were domestically 
produced, foreign produced/imported, or unknown source of production"? Would 
need tested to see if this is even something facilities could report - do they know 
where inputs originate from? Are they acquiring directly or from wholesalers? Not 
optimistic (James Day) 

From FRB Data Gaps.xls file
Presumably Item 4 would be best spot for this. Sounds more like a special tab to 
send to FRB on a micro level
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28 MFG

7A MFG

Creating new NAPCS Detail Lines

OR

Asking the % of shipments from remanufactured and rebuilt goods for targeted 
manufacturing industries

See "USBC-2020-0004-0012-Remanufacturing_G4_ECPC" document for full 
proposal. Stakeholder requested NAICS sector for this (denied). Recommendation :

"Additional NAPCS collection products could be considered for the 2022 Economic 
Census based on the ability to collect and publish the data, focusing on selected 
manufacturing groupings specifically highlighted in the proposal. In some cases, the 
related products by use in the collection structure would be too numerous to split 
into separate products for rebuilt and remanufactured goods. For the following broad 
lines, assuming no other changes are needed due to low reporting coverage (to be 
determined after publication in November 2020), consider adding detail lines for new 
vs. rebuilt/remanufactured."

As a final alternative, for a comprehensive sector-wide measure of output for 
remanufactured and rebuilt products, a special inquiry could be considered for 
targeted manufacturing industries in the economic census for the percent of 
shipments from remanufactured and rebuilt goods.

To the payroll and employment complex for mfg/ASM, the one new item 
planning to move forward will be the EMPQ1.

One aspect of our 2020 ASM updated payroll and employment complex that is 
planning to continue into the econ census is the collection of EMPQ1 (as opposed to 
EMPSMAO).  Beginning with 2020 and moving forward for manufacturing, we will be 
collecting this variable as essentially our 'total employment' item.  We'll still collect 
the individual details of 'other employees' EMPQ1OM and the first  quarter of 
production workers (EMPQ1PW). In addition to EMPSMAO, we have removed the 
sum of production workers and the average production workers, EMPSMPW and 
EMPAVPW respectively. Keep format from ASM into the EC 2022
8/4 update - Production Worker EMP for Q2-Q4 will also be removed as of EC22 - 
this is not needed for edit/processing purposes. Q1 will be collected for both 
production workers and other workers, total is EMPQ1
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MFG

13A, 13C, 13D MFG

Item 28 Add human capital question Mining Being worked on in another team?

Item 28 Add the automated technologies question Mining Being worked on in another team?

All Items Add ARU path for oil and gas Mining Allows respondents to report in a more comprehensive way

ALL Services paths

Human Capital Question to be added to all Service/trade paths ALL trade paths Potential Stakeholders: BEA/BLS

NAPCS Medical care management services 62

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Add the industrial robots and robotic equipment item 28 to the Economic 
Census. The text will match exactly what is on the 2020 ASM

Per the ASM Item 28A "What were the capital expenditures for new and used
industrial robotic equipment, including software,
installation, and other one-time costs?"  item 28B "What was the number of 
industrial robots IN OPERATION
at this plant? Refer to instructions above for definitions.
If you are unable to provide the number of industrial robots
IN OPERATION, please explain:" and item 28C "What was the number of industrial 
robots PURCHASED for
this plant? Refer to instructions above for definitions.
If you are unable to provide the number of industrial robots
PURCHASED, please explain:" will all be included in the Economic Census. 

Split Beginning and Ending Assets and Retirements into Buildings vs. 
Machinery and Equipment.  (ASTBGN, ASTEND, ASRET)

This was a 2017 CES request that they had thought approved, but we couldn't verify 
as being so. Marlo has approved this request for approval PENDING cognitive 
testing. This is a return to how assets were broken out in 1992 and prior. Assets 
Retired breakout is a knock-on effect that is required because it is needed to derive 
Ending Assets. We have Kirk White's 2017 proposal, used as guidance when 
drafting the mock-up for cognitive testing.

Question
(possible Special 
Inquiry)

Robotics/Automated Technologies question (TBD) (possible Special Inquiry) to 
be added to all Service paths to capture Robotics/Automated Technologies 
presence for the following categories:
Industrial Robots
Automated guided vehicles including driver-less forklifts
Automated storage/retrieval systems
Touchscreen or Kiosks

Potential Stakeholders:
-BLS: Productivity and relative measurements
-BEA
-CMS?

Potential Publication:
-Sheer estab count?

Question
(possible Special 
Inquiry)

Add. New broad line replacing dropped detail line 7004950003.
(Classification agreed, part of new napcs structure.)
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NAPCS 62

NAPCS Personal emergency health monitoring and response service 62

NAPCS Residential facility hospice (end of life) care services 62

NAPCS All other child and adult care food program 62

Being worked on in another team?

Human Capital Question to be added to all Service/trade paths Being worked on in another team?

Health screening services and medical examinations for employment, except 
by health practitioners

Add. New broad line replacing dropped detail line 7004950006.
(Classification agreed, part of new napcs structure.)

Add. New broad line replacing dropped detail line 7004950009.
(Classification agreed, part of new napcs structure.)

Add. New broad line replacing dropped detail line 7004950015.
(Classification agreed, part of new napcs structure.)

Add. Where do we want Child and Adult Care Food Program revenue -  Many write-
ins for this They distribute govt funds to child care and adult care facilities to serve 
nutritious meals and snack. 
(Classification agreed, part of new napcs structure.)

Question 28
(possible Special 
Inquiry-Robotics/Auto
mated Technologies)

Robotics/Automated Technologies question (TBD) (possible Special Inquiry) to 
be added to all Service paths to capture Robotics/Automated Technologies 
presence for the following categories:
Industrial Robots
Automated guided vehicles including driver-less forklifts
Automated storage/retrieval systems
Touchscreen or Kiosks

Econ-Wide (including 
Construction)

Question 28 or 29
(possible Special 
Inquiry Human Capital 
Question)

Econ-Wide (including 
Construction)

Exported/Imported Services (SUs only)

-Did this establishment sell services to foreign customers or clients in 2022?
-Did this establishment purchase services from foreign businesses in 2022?

AECSB, FRESB, IBSB, 
UTASB

A
E
C
S
B
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Being worked on in another team?

Proposed Drops/Deletes

Interest Expense on Deposit Accounts Sector 52

Licensed Insurance Agents/Brokers Sector 52

Licensed Real Estate Agents Sector 53

Construction Activity Sector 53

Capital Leases Sector 53

Proprietors and Partners of Unincorporated Businesses Sector 54
no stakeholders, not published

Legal Aid Expenses Sector 54 no stakeholders, not published

Accounting services/Multi services Sector 54
no stakeholders, not published

Advertising Billings/Gross Billings Sector 54 no stakeholders, not published

Question 28 or 29
(possible Special 
Inquiry Human Capital 
Question)

International Services Exported/Imported Services (SUs only)

-Did this establishment sell services to foreign customers or clients in 2022?
-Did this establishment purchase services from foreign businesses in 2022?

Econ-Wide (including 
Construction)

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry 

Data is not published and has no stakeholders.  No longer relevant to have on the 
paths.

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry 

Data is not published and has no stakeholders.  No longer relevant to have on the 
paths.

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry 

Data is not published and has no stakeholders.  No longer relevant to have on the 
paths.

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry 

Data is not published and has no stakeholders.  No longer relevant to have on the 
paths.

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry 

Data is not published and has no stakeholders.  No longer relevant to have on the 
paths.  Was only used for classification purposes and has become obsolete with 
NAPCS.

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry
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Personnel by Occupation

Sector 54 no stakeholders, not published

Computer System Integration
Sector 54 no stakeholders, not published

Research and Development

Sector 54 no stakeholders, not published

Research and Development Acquisition

Sector 54 no stakeholders, not published

INV

Value of Inventories

Sector 51 no stakeholders, not published

INV

Inventory by Valuation Method

Sector 51 no stakeholders, not published

Maintenance & Repair
Sector 51 no stakeholders, not published

New Construction
Sector 51 no stakeholders, not published

Method of Software Access or Distribution Sector 51

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry

BEA was not expecting this data and never received it, since there was no formal 
commitment
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Percentage of Receipts for Wired Telecommunications Carriers Sector 51

5B Item 5B - What was the value of products shipped for export? RCPEXPT MFG

5C MFG Not published in Census years, no current justification for collection

10A4 What were the other non-LIFO valuation methods used, if any? MFG No internal use for write-in, thus no need since not published

11 MFG

17B MFG

26 Econ

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry

BEA was not expecting this data and never received it, since there was no formal 
commitment

Use in collaboration with ITA was defunded in 2015 - no longer collected. This was 
removed as of the 2018 ASM. NOTE: BEA comments that they'd like Item 5B to be 
modified to ask separately about exports of goods vs. exports of services, which of 
course necessitates it being collected. See "Updated BEA Initial Comments"
"We request replacing all instances of the 20D export question with the Item 5B 
export question, and we request that Item 5B be modified to ask separately about 
exports of goods vs. exports of services. "
This item was deleted as of 2018 ASM. This would continue for MFG into 2022 
Census.
FRB feedback - "Helpful for purposes of research on manufacturing and trade 
developments."
CES feedback "Any application (e.g. geography or industry of exporters) that 
requires establishment-level exports would benefit from this data collection. The 
administrative merchandise export data (LFTTD) can only be allocated at the firm-
level. This data item greatly aids efforts to allocate firm-level exports in LFTTD to the 
firms' establishments.(https://www.aaronflaaen.com/uploads/3/1/2/4/31243277/
regional_implications_trade.pdf).

Furthermore, Exports from Manufacturing Establishments data product uses 
establishment-level export data from the Annual Survey of Manufactures    
(https://www.census.gov/manufacturing/exports/how_the_data_are_collected/
index.html)."
BEA feedback - " BEA’s International Directorate would like to retain and modify 
question 5B in order to develop statistics on exports of services by state.  Some 
manufacturers do produce and sell services, and the Economic Census provides an 
opportunity to gauge the extent of exports of services by U.S. manufacturers and to 
produce statistics on exports of services by state that include services produced by 
manufacturers.  The current question 5B asks that the amount of exports shipped be 
reported; this wording suggests good exports. The International Directorate 
proposes that this question be modified to be two questions:

    What was the value of goods shipped for export?
    What was the revenue from services sold to foreign persons?"

Item 5C - What was the market value of products shipped to other domestic 
plants of your company for further assembly, fabrication, or manufacture? 
RCPTRAN

 Of the total value of inventories reported in Item 9 (2017), what was the value 
of inventories stored or en route OUTSIDE the 50 U.S. states and the District of 
Columbia? INVFORVE, INFORVB

Deleted starting in 2018 ASM
BEA - "Our change in private inventory estimates only we only measure inventories 
held domestically."

Type of Operation -(this row is placeholder for further work by subject matter 
staff)

We have Item 17A, Primary Business or Activity, that asks respondents for primary 
NAICS. Given that, which Type of Operation questions in ADDITION  to this are 
necessary for classification purposes and used by staff when making classification 
decisions? We want to eliminate those that are duplicative of Item 17A/PBA/SDKB, 
and also eliminate those that staff do not use when making classification decisions. 
Many were added in 2017 as a result of NAPCS eliminating the industry distinction 
from products, BUT that distinction should be able to be collected by use of Item 
17A.

A cooperative is a business or organization owned by, controlled by, and 
operated for the benefit of members using its services. Members (also known 
as user-owners) can be individuals or organizations, and benefit from the use 
of services, products, and/or earnings generated by the co-op. This includes 
purchasing co-ops, member/patron organizations, member-controlled non-
profits, consumer co-ops, marketing co-ops, worker co-ops, etc. 
COOPRTV

Justified in 2017 Econ Census via document (National Cooperative Business 
Association). Will this continue for 2022? Is it needed in Census or annuals, or both? 
This was only for Single-unit establishments
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27 MFG, WH, Services

Trade Specific Special MFG

Trade Specific Special MFG

Trade Specific Special MFG

PLACEMENT SERVICES Sector 56 No stakeholders

REVENUE-GENERATING EQUIPMENT Sector 48 No stakeholders

Sector 42 No longer need to collect.  Data not used for classification or publication purposes.

Sector 42

Item 27 - Manufacturing Activities - series of questions related to Factoryless 
Goods Producers

Was tabled for "further discussion" on justification/uses. Per email thread with Fay 
Dorsett/Diane W "ECPC briefly discussed this topic during deliberations for 2022 
NAICS, and there are no plans to carry out further classification-related research on 
FGPs.  Subject-matter and classification staff did not use the responses for 
classification during the 2017 Economic Census.  Diane's area released a post-
collection study on respondent interpretation of the questions, but there are no 
tabulations of responses and no analyses beyond that.  Generally, the research 
appears to confirm that the questions are more suited to the enterprise rather than 
the establishment, but there is high variability in interpretation of the questions used 
in the 2017 EC."

SI - Selected Metalworking and Related Operations. Asks respondents to 
report # of workers in various types of metalworking operations

Justification included "valuable to researchers of the Data Centers", which we can't 
quite ascertain. Likely want to remove though since we now have Item 17 PBA 
which gets to a similar way of classification.

SI - Steel Mill Operations. Asks respondents about being mini-mill, distance 
shipped, date built

From 2017 - "Researchers in the Research Data Centers, such as Jan De Loecker 
of Princeton University and Collard-Wexler of Duke University, use the microdata to 
conduct relevant research."
Is this sufficient to keep an extensive SI though?

SI - Steel Departmental Operations - Asks very detailed items on hours and 
wages in variety of steel departments

From 2017 - "Researchers in the Research Data Centers, such as Jan De Loecker 
of Princeton University and Collard-Wexler of Duke University, use the microdata to 
conduct relevant research."
Is this sufficient to keep an extensive SI though?

Trade Specific - 
Special Inquiry

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete RCPT_1ESTAB question:
Is this the only establishment of this firm?

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete RCPT_FOREIGN question:
What were the sales of merchandise that never entered the United States or its 
Foreign Trade Zones?

No longer need to collect.  Question is often misreported and misunderstood.  Data 
not used for classification or publication purposes.
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Sector 42

Sector 42

Sector 42

Sector 42

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete RCPT_SVCSTA question:
Did any of the sales reported in line A include receipts of your own retail 
service stations, retail fuel oil dealers, and retail liquefied petroleum (LP) gas 
dealers?

No longer need to collect.  Not useful in Retail/Wholesale classification distinctions.  
Data not used for publication purposes.

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete MERCH_ECOMM question:
For the value reported on line B, were any of these goods ordered over an 
Internet, Extranet, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) network, electronic mail, 
or other online system?

No longer need to collect.  Question is often misreported and misunderstood.  Data 
not used for publication purposes.

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete ASSET_EQUIP_LSD question:
Did this establishment rent or lease to firms, other than your own, new 
equipment manufactured in the United States by your company?

No longer need to collect.  Services data for rental/leasing can be derived from 
NAPCS.  Data not used for publication purposes.

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete ASSET_LSD question:
What was the value of new equipment manufactured in the United States by 
your company and leased out under a rental agreement or operating lease to a 
firm other than your own?

No longer need to collect.  Services data for rental/leasing can be derived from 
NAPCS.  Data not used for publication purposes.

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete SHIPHAND question:
Did this establishment have any receipts from customers for shipping and 
handling of merchandise in 2017?

Sector 42, 
Sectors 44-45

No longer need to collect.  Data not used for classification or publication purposes 
(separately).  Respondents will be explicitly instructed to include shipping and 
handling fees in Sales and Receipts (Item 5 - RCPT_TOT).

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete SHIPHAND_TOT question:
What were the total receipts of this establishment from customers for shipping 
and handling of merchandise?

Sector 42, 
Sectors 44-45

No longer need to collect.  Data not used for classification or publication purposes 
(separately).  Respondents will be explicitly instructed to include shipping and 
handling fees in Sales and Receipts (Item 5 - RCPT_TOT).

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete SHIPHAND_INCL question:
Are receipts for shipping and handling included in sales and receipts (reported 
in Item 5)?

Sector 42, 
Sectors 44-45

No longer need to collect.  Data not used for classification or publication purposes 
(separately).  Respondents will be explicitly instructed to include shipping and 
handling fees in Sales and Receipts (Item 5 - RCPT_TOT).
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Sector 42 No longer need to collect.  Data not used for publication purposes.

Sector 42

Sector 42

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete all eight MANUFACTURING_ACTIVITIES questions (i.e., the series of 
questions related to Factoryless Goods Producers): 
- MFG_PROD 
- MFG_BEHALF_US_OTHLOC 
- MFG_BEHALF_US_AFFL 
- MFG_BEHALF_US_UNAF 
- MFG_BEHALF_OUTUS 
- MFG_BEHALF_OWNDSGN 
- MFG_OWNDSGN_PCT 
- MFG_OUTUS_OWNDSGN

Sectors 31-33,
Sector 42, 
Sectors 54-55 

No longer need to collect.  Questions were often misreported and misunderstood.  
Very unreliable data.  Data not used for publication purposes.

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete RCPT_DROPSHIP question:
What was the percentage of sales that were drop shipped and did not enter this 
establishment?

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete all four STORAGE TANK CAPACITY: BULK PETROLEUM questions:
Bulk Petroleum Storage Tank Capacity, Leased, but Not Operated
For the petroleum products listed below, how much bulk petroleum storage 
tank capacity did this company lease, but not operate, on the last business day 
of 2017?
- CAPCTY_PETR_REFIN_LSD
- CAPCTY_PETR_LQUID_LSD
- CAPCTY_PETR_CRUDE_LSD
- CAPCTY_PETR_TOTAL_LSD

No longer need to collect.  Data not used for publication purposes.  Deleting these 
questions to only collect what is necessary for classification purposes.  Other 
sources already providing this data.  

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete all four STORAGE TANK CAPACITY: OTHER questions:
Other Storage Tank Capacity, Operated - Owned and Leased
For the products listed below, how much other storage tank capacity did this 
company operate, both owned and leased, on the last business day of 2017?
- CAPCTY_O_ASPHALT_OWN
- CAPCTY_O_ETHBIO_OWN
- CAPCTY_O_OTHER_OWN
- CAPCTY_O_TOTAL_OWN

No longer need to collect.  Data not used for publication purposes.  Deleting these 
questions to only collect what is necessary for classification purposes.  Other 
sources already providing this data.  
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Sector 42

Sector 42

Sector 42

RT/WH

RT/WH

RT/WH

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete STORAGE TANK CAPACITY: OTHER question - write-in:
Other Storage Tank Capacity, Operated - Owned and Leased
For the products listed below, how much other storage tank capacity did this 
company operate, both owned and leased, on the last business day of 2017?
- CAPCTY_O_OTHER_OWN_WRTIN

No longer need to collect.  Data not used for publication purposes.  Deleting these 
questions to only collect what is necessary for classification purposes.  Other 
sources already providing this data.  

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete all four STORAGE TANK CAPACITY: OTHER questions:
Other Storage Tank Capacity, Leased but Not Operated
For the products listed below, how much other storage tank capacity did this 
company lease, but not operate, on the last business day of 2017?
- CAPCTY_O_ASPHALT_LSD
- CAPCTY_O_ETHBIO_LSD
- CAPCTY_O_OTHER_LSD
- CAPCTY_O_TOTAL_LSD

No longer need to collect.  Data not used for publication purposes.  Deleting these 
questions to only collect what is necessary for classification purposes.  Other 
sources already providing this data.  

Trade Specific 
Special Item

Delete STORAGE TANK CAPACITY: OTHER question - write-in:
Other Storage Tank Capacity, Leased but Not Operated
For the products listed below, how much other storage tank capacity did this 
company lease, but not operate, on the last business day of 2017?
- CAPCTY_O_OTHER_LSD_WRTIN

No longer need to collect.  Data not used for publication purposes.  Deleting these 
questions to only collect what is necessary for classification purposes.  Other 
sources already providing this data.  

Trade Specific 
Special Item

DELETE Shipping and Handling question: Did this establishment have any 
receipts from customers for shipping and handling of merchandise in 2017?

BEA no longer uses. Would just need to clarify in Item 5 that Shipping and Handling 
receipts should be included.

Trade Specific 
Special Item

DELETE Shipping and Handling question: What were the total receipts of this 
establishment from customers for shipping and handling of merchandise?

BEA no longer uses. Would just need to clarify in Item 5 that Shipping and Handling 
receipts should be included.

Trade Specific 
Special Item

DELETE Shipping and Handling question: Are receipts for shipping and 
handling included in sales and receipts (reported in Item 5)?

BEA no longer uses. Would just need to clarify in Item 5 that Shipping and Handling 
receipts should be included.
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RT Question confusing to respondents. Not really used internally or externally.

RT Question confusing to respondents. Not really used internally or externally.

RT

Trade Specific 
Special Item

DELETE Excise Tax Value question: What was the estimated amount of excise 
taxes on items such as gasoline, motor fuel propane, liquor, and tobacco sold 
by this establishment?

Trade Specific 
Special Item

DELETE Excise Tax Value question: Are excise taxes included in sales and 
receipts (reported in Item 5)?

Trade Specific 
Special Item

DELETE: Retail Health Clinics:
Previous wording: 
Did this establishment operate or lease space to a retail health clinic in 2017? 
(A retail health clinic is an in-store clinic with a health care professional who 
provides medical care (e.g., vaccines, health screenings, treatment of minor 
injuries and illnesses, or management of medications and treatments).)

Proposed wording:
Did this establishment operate, or lease space to, a retail health clinic in 2022? 
[Y/N] 

A retail health clinic is an in‐store clinic with a health care professional who 
provides medical care (e.g., health screenings, treatment of minor injuries and 
illnesses, or management of chronic medical conditions).

Although response was low for Retail Health Clinics, CES is still very much 
interested in this question.

11/29/21 UPDATE: Following 2nd round of cognitive testing, recommendation made 
and agreed upon to drop Retail Health questions from EC due to confusion by 
respondents, poor response form 2017 EC, and burden added that may only be 
applicable to a small universe of companies.
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RTTrade Specific 
Special Item

DELETE Clinic Operator:
Previous wording:
[Asked only if YES in previous question]  
Which ONE of the following best describes who operated this retail health clinic 
in 2017?  

Operate own retail health clinic 
Lease space to another business or health system that operates the retail 
health clinic 
Partner or jointly operate the retail health clinic with another business or health 
system 

Proposed wording:
[Asked only if YES in previous question]  

Which ONE of the following best describes who operated the retail health clinic 
in 2022?   

Operate own retail health clinic 
Partner or jointly operate the retail health clinic with another business or health 
system 
Lease space to another business or health system that operates the retail 
health clinic 

R
e
t
a
i
l
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RTTrade Specific 
Special Item

DELETE Patient Care Revenue:
Previous wording:
[Asked only if responded OPERATE or PARTNER in previous question]
Include: The value of total patient care operating receipts collected for 
providing medical services, such as flu shots, immunizations, diagnosis and 
treatment of sore throats, and chronic disease screening
Revenues from government payers (Medicare, Medicaid, private insurance - 
group, employer-sponsored, and all out-of-pocket costs including deductibles 
and co-insurance from private and public (Medicare/Medicaid) paid by the 
beneficiary or the family of the beneficiary)

Exclude: Nonpatient care revenues from items such as food, clothing, and 
entertainment Revenues from the sale of durable medical equipment, 
prosthetics, and orthotics

What was the total revenue from patient care services in 2017?
(Report this figure net of any negotiated discounts and write-downs for bad 
debt.)

Proposed wording:
[Asked only if responded OPERATE or PARTNER in previous question]  

What were the total revenues from patient care for the retail health clinic in 
2022? 

Include: 

The value of total patient care operating receipts collected for providing medical 
services, such as chronic disease management, health screenings, and the 
diagnosis and treatment of mild acute conditions. 
Exclude: 

Non‐patient care revenues from items such as food, clothing, and 
entertainment 
Revenues from the sale of durable medical equipment, prosthetics, and 
orthotics 
 

Of the $xx,000.00 of total revenues from patient care reported in Item 28x, 
what were the total revenues from patient out-of-pocket payments?  
 

11/29/21 UPDATE: Following 2nd round of cognitive testing, recommendation made 
and agreed upon to drop Retail Health questions from EC due to confusion by 
respondents, poor response form 2017 EC, and burden added that may only be 
applicable to a small universe of companies.
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Type Description Area(s) impacted Comments

RT

RT

RT

RT

Special Inquiry Contract Feeding AECSB

Not published, no stakeholders

Special Inquiry Drycleaning AECSB
Recommend for annual collection. BEA is key stakeholder.

Special Inquiry Principal Menu Type AECSB Recommend for annual collection. No key stakeholder.

Trade Specific 
Special Item

ADD Billable Visits to Retail Health Clinics question: What was the total number 
of billable visits to the retail health clinic in 2022? 

Although response was low for Retail Health Clinics, CES is still very much 
interested in this question and would like to add a question on Billable Visits, but is 
willing to drop Patient Care Services offered and Services Utilized.

11/29/21 UPDATE: Following 2nd round of cognitive testing, recommendation made 
and agreed upon to drop Retail Health questions from EC due to confusion by 
respondents, poor response form 2017 EC, and burden added that may only be 
applicable to a small universe of companies. 

Trade Specific 
Special Item

DELETE Patient Care Services: Which of the following patient care services 
did this retail health clinic offer in 2017?

Although response was low for Retail Health Clinics, CES is still very much 
interested in this question and would like to add a question on Billable Visits, but is 
willing to drop Patient Care Services offered and Services Utilized.

Trade Specific 
Special Item

DELETE Services Utilized: Which of the following were used by the retail 
health clinic in 2017?

Although response was low for Retail Health Clinics, CES is still very much 
interested in this question and would like to add a question on Billable Visits, but is 
willing to drop Patient Care Services offered and Services Utilized.

Trade Specific 
Special Item

DELETE
Intracompany Transfers: Did any of the sales reported in Item 5 include the 
value of transfers to other company-owned gasoline stations, fuel oil dealers, 
and liquefied petroleum (LP) gas dealers?
What was the value of transfers to other company-owned gasoline stations, 
fuel oil dealers, and liquefied petroleum (LP) gas dealers?

This question has not really be utilized for classification purposes and retail was 
informed that WH removed this question from their forms as well.
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Type Description Area(s) impacted Comments

Special Inquiry Grants and Contributions AECSB

Special Inquiry Laundry AECSB
Not published, no stakeholders

Special Inquiry Repair Receipts AECSB

Special Inquiry Repayments of Cash Advances AECSB
No known stakeholders

Special Inquiry Social Assistance AECSB

Special Inquiry Average Cost Per Meal AECSB
722511, 722513, 722514. Not analyzed during Misc Subjects period.

Special Inquiry Seating Capacity AECSB 722410, 722511, 722513, 722514. Not analyzed during Misc Subjects period.

Special Inquiry Concession Operators AECSB

Special Inquiry Number of Guestrooms AECSB 72111, 72112, 72119, 7213. Not analyzed during Misc Subjects period.

Special Inquiry Guestroom Size AECSB

Special Inquiry Sales by Day-Part AECSB no known stakeholders

Special Inquiry Employment by Function AECSB Not published

Special Inquiry R&D acquisition AECSB Not published

SI Modes of Instruction 61 Delete. Recommended for removal because there were no key stakeholders

SI Personnel by Occupation 62 Delete. BLS and BEA do not need this.

SI Retail Health Clinics 62

AECSB - not published, no stakeholders
HESB is keeping this SI for 2022

No known stakeholders

Businesses don’t often keep/track their information with labor and cost of parts 
separated, so typically very rough estimates.  

AECSB - not published, no stakeholders
HESB is keeping this SI for 2022

Recommend for annual collection. No key stakeholders. Not analyzed during Misc 
Subjects period.

72111, 72112, 72119, 7213. Not analyzed during Misc Subjects period

Not on the form. Comes from the Number of Guestrooms question.

Delete. CMS agreed to remove for 2022. Did not go well in Cog Testing, no 
stakeholder request. 
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Type Description Area(s) impacted Comments

NAPCS
Medical care management services

62

NAPCS
Health screening services, except by health practitioners

62

NAPCS
Personal emergency health monitoring and response service

62

Trade Specific Special 23

Trade Specific Special 23

Trade Specific Special 23

Trade Specific Special 23

Trade Specific Special 23

Delete detail line and replace it with a stand alone broad line. (see add section)
(Classification Agreed, part of new NAPCS structure. )

Delete detail line and replace it with a stand alone broad line. (see add section)
(Classification Agreed, part of new NAPCS structure. )

Delete detail line and replace it with a stand alone broad line. (see add section)
(Classification Agreed, part of new NAPCS structure. )

Item 28: Did you build/manage the construction of residential buildings in 
2017?

Housing Starts was added to all CC forms in 2017, per "2017 Sector 23 Special 
Inquiries (construction) BEA No Comments Final.doc" BEA had no comment on 
keeping all Sis and expanding this one, had no specifics.
 - NAHB doesn't need

Item 28: If HOUSE_CONT_BUILDER = 1, did you start to build/manage 
construction of new residential buildings (single-family homes, townhomes, 
apartments, condominiums) during 2017?

Housing Starts was added to all CC forms in 2017, per "2017 Sector 23 Special 
Inquiries (construction) BEA No Comments Final.doc" BEA had no comment on 
keeping all Sis and expanding this one, had no specifics.
 - NAHB doesn't need

Item 28: If HOUSE_NEWRES = 1, what are the Number of Detached (free 
standing single-family homes) houses built for sale on land you owned 
(whether sold or not) or for rent?

Housing Starts was added to all CC forms in 2017, per "2017 Sector 23 Special 
Inquiries (construction) BEA No Comments Final.doc" BEA had no comment on 
keeping all Sis and expanding this one, had no specifics.
 - NAHB doesn't need

Item 28: If HOUSE_NEWRES = 1, what are the Number of Attached (single-
family homes separated by an unbroken ground to roof wall with separate utility 
meters: townhomes, duplexes, row-homes) houses built for sale on land you 
owned (whether sold or not) or for rent?

Housing Starts was added to all CC forms in 2017, per "2017 Sector 23 Special 
Inquiries (construction) BEA No Comments Final.doc" BEA had no comment on 
keeping all Sis and expanding this one, had no specifics.
 - NAHB doesn't need

Item 28: If HOUSE_NEWRES = 1, what are the Number of Detached (free 
standing single-family homes) houses built for customers on their land?

Housing Starts was added to all CC forms in 2017, per "2017 Sector 23 Special 
Inquiries (construction) BEA No Comments Final.doc" BEA had no comment on 
keeping all Sis and expanding this one, had no specifics.
 - NAHB doesn't need
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Type Description Area(s) impacted Comments

Trade Specific Special 23

Trade Specific Special 23

Trade Specific Special 23

Question VALUE OF INVENTORIES Sector 48-49, 55

Question INVENTORIES BY VALUATION METHOD Sector 48-49, 55

Item 28: If HOUSE_NEWRES = 1, what are the Number of Attached (single-
family homes separated by an unbroken ground to roof wall with separate utility 
meters: townhomes, duplexes, row-homes) houses built for customers on their 
land?

Housing Starts was added to all CC forms in 2017, per "2017 Sector 23 Special 
Inquiries (construction) BEA No Comments Final.doc" BEA had no comment on 
keeping all Sis and expanding this one, had no specifics.
 - NAHB doesn't need

Item 28: If HOUSE_NEWRES = 1, what are the Number of Multifamily 
Buildings (apartments/condominium complexes) started? Housing Starts was added to all CC forms in 2017, per "2017 Sector 23 Special 

Inquiries (construction) BEA No Comments Final.doc" BEA had no comment on 
keeping all Sis and expanding this one, had no specifics.
 - NAHB doesn't need

Item 28: If HOUSE_NEWRES = 1, what are the Number of Housing Units (total 
individual units of all multifamily buildings started)? Housing Starts was added to all CC forms in 2017, per "2017 Sector 23 Special 

Inquiries (construction) BEA No Comments Final.doc" BEA had no comment on 
keeping all Sis and expanding this one, had no specifics.
 - NAHB doesn't need

BEA no longer needs - no stakeholders - remove question from aux paths 
4840X, 4880X, 4920X, and 4930X

BEA no longer needs - no stakeholders - remove question from aux paths 
4840X, 4880X, 4920X, and 4930X
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Proposed Changes to existing questions

Merchandise Sales

Sector 54

Question 551111, 551112, 551114

Auxiliary

Trade Specific 
Special Inquiry

Merchandise Sales should be kept on Class paths and can be dropped from AUX 
paths so long as those AUX forms still have Item 22.

Item 22 is not being dropped from any paths so Merchandise Sales will be kept on 
Class paths and dropped from AUX forms.

Respondents select one of the following before Item 5A:

-Administrative location with revenue-generating activities (continue with 
current 5a and 5b, revenue and exports) 
-Administrative location with no revenue-generating activities (skip to Item 7) 

Include the consolidated revenue question and the two new questions on the same 
screen, Item 5A.

The industry served question for Auxiliaries is going from write-ins to a three 
screen approach asking the following:

-Does this establishment have the same primary kind of business as 2017? 
(Y/N)
-If no, select the sector corresponding to the primary business or activity 
performed by the establishment
-Based on the sector selected, please select the primary business or activity 
performed by this establishment from a list of AUX codes

Sectors 48-49, 51, 54, 55, 
56, 81

This is not being revised after going through cognitive testing. We are working to use 
BEACON to code write-ins to this question to their correct PBA on the back end. No 
changes to QDM will be required. The hope is to add something similar to the 
BEACON search in Item 4 to this Item in EC27.



2022 Path # 2022 Item # 2017 Path # 2017 Item #

IA-9xx01, IA-9xx02 12 IA-9xx01, IA-9xx02 12

IA-932xx 28 N/A N/A

Various IA- 22 22 22

All IA- 16 16 16

All IA- 20 20 20



Attachment I - Island Areas

Department of Commerce

United States Census Bureau

OMB Information Collection Request

2022 Economic Census

OMB Control Number 0607-0998

Summary of Changes to Questionnaires

Type Description

NEW ADDS

Radio Selection

Special Inquiries

Proposed Drops/Deletes

NAPCS Drop NAPCS collection/publication for select industries by territory

Proposed Changes to existing questions

Selected Expenses
Standardize detailed expense categories collected across geos/industries.

Class of Customer

Add to Item 12. LEGAL FORM OF ORGANIZATION to ask for type of 
corporation: If a corporation, which of the following is this type of corporation? 
Domestic - U.S., Domestic - Puerto Rico, Nondomestic

Add item to collect type of construction (new, additions, maintenance) by 
building vs. other.

Standardize detailed class of customer categories collected across 
geos/industries.



Area(s) impacted Comments

IA Puerto Rico forms
This would be a reinstatement of a question on IA forms prior to 2012.

IA Construction forms

Various
Some industries are too small in some territories to collect and publish NAPCS.

All Requires slight changes to the categories collected on some of the forms.

All Requires slight changes to the categories collected on some of the forms.

This was on the 2012 IA forms but removed due to NAPCS collection. But NAPCS is 
being removed from some forms, and the information is needed by BEA.
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